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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 62
pages. LC Number: KF27 . J856 2002d OCLC Number: (OCoLC)50447478 Subject: Privacy, Right of -United States. Excerpt: . . . 11 REPARED TATEMENT OF ORI ATERS P S L L. W Technology has made it
possible to store my lifes entire records on a computer chip. Medical information, tax records,
financial data, education records, Social Se-curity contributions, driver records are all available to
someone by merely a few key strokes on a computer. Controlling access to all of my personal
information is nearly impossible. Each classification of information has its own set of rules. Privacy
considerations are certainly not new. The Fourth Amendment is one of our most precious
constitutional rights: The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated. However, it is often the
unintended consequences of laws that have the most dev-astating impact on maintaining personal
privacy. Social Security is a classic exam-ple. When Social Security was created in 1935, the sole
purpose of the Social Secu-rity Number was to track the earnings of employed Americans so that
their...
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Reviews
Absolutely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. Its
been designed in an extremely straightforward way which is just soon a er i finished reading this publication through which basically modified me, alter
the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Velda Tr embla y
Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonz o Wilder ma n
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